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Abstract

as improvement of patient’s compliance. Semisolid drug forms as preferable
formulations for topical use of diclofenac sodium include among others gels,
creams, paste and ointments or patches. Since non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDs) are most widely prescribed group of drugs worldwide, their
transdermal use if of great importance due to decreased number of common
gastrointestinal, renal and cardiovascular side effects. Development of topical
forms containing diclofenac sodium enables to improve safety profile with simultaneous reduction of amount of administered drug and local treatment of
pain. The aim of the present study was to review the available literature data
regarding the transdermal transport of diclofenac sodium, a representative of
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs).

Introduction
Increased deposition of the active pharmaceutical
ingredient (API) in the skin is essential in the case
of pharmaceutical preparations which should exert
a local effect. However, except for both the properties
of the API and the skin barrier, also the composition
of the semisolid formulation affects delivery of active
substances through the skin.
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Particularly semisolid base, which is the vehiculum of the active substance in topical preparations,
has a significant influence on transdermal penetration of API [1, 2]. First of all, the components of the
base interact with the skin, influencing its properties.
Second of all vehiculum ingredients can also interact with the active substance, determining its diffusion rate both within the preparation and from the
preparation onto the skin surface. Thus, the ointment
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base determines the rate of penetration of the active
substance into the stratum corneum. The selection of
the physicochemical nature of the base (e.g. hydrophobic, hydrophilic or emulsion), which ensure increased skin retention, requires taking into account
not only the physicochemical properties of the API
but also the type of preparation to be obtained – ointment or water-removable ointment, cream or hydrogel. The nature of the base determines the value of
the base/skin partition coefficient and the value of
the API diffusion coefficient in the skin [3]. Depending on the ointment base nature, the same active
substance used in the same concentration may show
different pharmacological efficacy [4, 5]. The composition of the preparations for topical administration
is reflected in their rheological properties, which are
important determinants of the therapeutic effect of
such a drug form.
The aim of the present study was to review the
available literature data on the transdermal transport
of diclofenac sodium, which is one of the most widely
used representatives of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs).

The semisolid drug forms are applied to the skin
surface or mucous membranes for both to generate
a local effect of the API and to protect or moisturize
the skin. In some cases, e.g. nitroglycerin ointment,
the systemic effect is caused.
Among the semisolid drug forms described in
the monograph of the Polish Pharmacopoeia XI [7],
the following types were distinguished: ointments,
creams, gels, pastes, compresses and transdermal
patches. Percutaneous absorption of APIs from semisolid preparations can be defined as the penetration
of substances into deeper layers of the skin and subsequently, their penetration into the general circulation. The percutaneous absorption of the molecules
is a complex process involving several stages, which
are presented in Figure 1.
There are several routes of penetrating the active substances into the skin; the transcellular (i.e.
transdermal route), intercellular (i.e transepidermal
route) and through skin appendages (i.e. transfollicular route) [8].

Semisolid formulations
for topical usage
The skin is a tissue which protects the human body
against adverse external factors. However, being external barrier is not the only role of the skin. Due to
the huge surface area and in turn easy access to it,
skin is often used in the treatment of many diseases,
allowing active substances to penetrate into the body.
Currently, the percutaneous route is used mainly to
treat local ailments, but also to treat inflammations
of deeper tissues and to cause a general effect on
the body. The beneficial effect of such a treatment is
avoidance of the first-pass effect, reduce the risk of
gastrointestinal side effects, avoid drug interactions,
and eliminate potential degradation of API in the
gastrointestinal tract. However, the rate of absorption
of a substance through the skin is related to the rate at
which the substance is released from the base, which
may consequently cause a delayed effect [6].

Fig. 1.

Scheme of the subsequent stages of percutaneous absorption of active substances
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Many factors affect the rate of penetration of the
API through the skin, including the condition of the
skin, physicochemical properties of active substances
as well as the use of absorption promoters [8, 9].

Diclofenac sodium –
a representative
of non-steroidal 
anti-inflammatory drugs
Diclofenac sodium as a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) shows an analgesic, antipyretic
and anti-inflammatory effect. NSAID are suggested
to be the most frequently used drugs in the world
[10-12]. NSAIDs are effective in reducing pain and
inflammation. It is estimated that millions of people
worldwide (even 100 millions) use NSAIDs every
day [13]. A population study conducted on a large
cohort – almost 700,000 primary care patients –
demonstrated that 41% of them uses or used in the
past drugs belonging to NSAID group [13].
Unfortunately, orally administered NSAIDs,
whether taken for a long time or in high doses, may
lead to gastrointestinal and renal side effects, or result
in hepatotoxicity. The results of several meta-analyses, pooling data from many studies showed that
the use of diclofenac sodium (especially when used
in high doses) increased the risk of vascular events
(myocardial infarction, ischemic stroke) and mortality, resulting from these disorders [10, 14].
The mechanism of action of NSAIDs is based on
the inhibition of cyclooxygenase (COX). NSAIDs are
competitive inhibitors of this enzyme, blocking it as
a result of irreversible acetylation of the serine hydroxyl group, which is located at the N-terminal end
of the COX molecule [11].
During cell damage, arachidonic acid is released
from phospholipase A2 from phospholipids of cell
membrane, which undergoes another series of enzymatic reactions in which the cyclooxygenase as
well as lipoxygenase pathways can be distinguished.
Inhibition of the COX pathway by the action of
NSAID molecules blocks the synthesis of prostanoids, including prostaglandins, prostacyclins

and thromboxanes. Blocking of prostaglandin synthesis by NSAIDs is responsible for most of their
pharmacological effects, such as anti-inflammatory,
analgesic, antipyretic, and inhibition of platelet aggregation. However, side effects, e.g. kidney failure
and mucosal damage leading to gastric ulcer are
also related to this action [11, 15, 16].
Diclofenac sodium blocks both isoforms of cyclooxygenase, i.e. the COX-1 and COX-2, but it has been
shown that diclofenac had a higher affinity for COX-2
compared to traditional NSAIDs [16, 17]. After oral
administration, absorption of diclofenac sodium is
usually rapid and in direct proportion to the dose.
About 60% of the drug reaches the systemic circulation through first pass metabolism. It is believed that
the amount of diclofenac absorption may differ individually depending on the different pH of the gastrointestinal tract [16, 18]. The diclofenac sodium from
oral solution reaches its maximum concentration in
plasma after 10-14 minutes, whereas the enteral form
of the drug after 1.5-2 hours. Taking the drug together
with food does not significantly affect the area under
the curve (AUC), although it delays the maximum
concentration to 2.5-12 hours. Diclofenac, after getting into the synovial fluid, reaches its maximum concentration within 2-4 hours after the application [19].
4’-Hydroxy diclofenac, which is a metabolite of diclofenac, has weak analgesic and anti-inflammatory
properties. Almost 65% of the diclofenac and its metabolites are excreted in urine while 35% in the bile. Due to
the short biological half-life of about 2 hours, frequent
dosing is usually required to reach therapeutic concentrations, which may exacerbate the side effects. [16, 18].
Diclofenac can be formulated as both the sodium
or potassium salt. It has been shown that in the case
of the sodium salt, diclofenac is more soluble in water
and, consequently, more absorbed in the body. Such
properties are crucial for achieving a rapid analgesic effect.

Transdermal administration
of diclofenac sodium
The results of the meta-analysis demonstrated
that diclofenac not only causes gastroenterological
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complications, such as gastric ulcers, but also increases the frequency of cardiovascular events by
over 40% compared to the placebo group [11]. Considering that, alternative routes of NSAID administration are the subject of many studies. Topical administration of these molecules allows to reduce the
incidence of side effects from the gastrointestinal
tract, kidneys and cardiovascular system, and enables
local treatment of pain and inflammation with reduced systemic absorption [9, 16]. Improved patient
tolerance of the semisolid formulation most often
contributes to more accurate adherence to medical
recommendations and, consequently, to more effective pharmacotherapy.
In the study by Miyatake et al. [20] the concentrations of diclofenac sodium in the blood plasma after oral administration of the recommended doses
were compared to the concentrations obtained after
transdermal administration. The authors showed
that transdermal route of diclofenac sodium was also
an effective method of therapy in the case of plasma
level of diclofenac. However, the diclofenac concentrations in the muscle as well as in the synovial membrane were significantly higher after topical application compared to oral route of administration [20].
Although some NSAIDs can reach the systemic circulation via the cutaneous microcirculation,
systemic exposure to the drug is reduced. Plasma
concentrations of diclofenac following transdermal administration have been shown to reach the
peak within the range of 0.2% to 8.0% of the values
achieved after oral administration. Values of AUC
were also lower compared to those obtained after
oral administration. In addition, a study comparing
the efficacy of the epidermal and oral administration
of diclofenac has shown that the maximum level is
achieved later in the case of application to the skin
than for orally administered diclofenac. After oral
administration, the maximum concentration of diclofenac was usually achieved between 20 minutes
to 6.5 hours, while after topical application it was
from 1.25 to 30 hours [9]. The studies by Cordero et
al. [21, 22] demonstrated a very good penetration of
sodium diclofenac through cell membranes. On the
other hand, the authors reported that after topical
administration diclofenac reaches only 3-5% of the

systemic concentration. In turn, the concentration in
muscle tissue was much more satisfactory than after
oral administration.
In order to demonstrate their therapeutic effect,
the semisolid topical preparations must at first release the active substance from the base, which then
has to penetrate the skin, a specific protective barrier of the human body. Its specificity is related to the
tightness of the hydrophobic stratum corneum, which
prevents particles larger than 500 Daltons to penetrate through the healthy epidermis. Several aspects
influence the ability of diclofenac sodium to penetrate different layers of the skin, and consequently
the effectiveness of its topical administration. The
following ones are the most crucial: low molecular
weight (296 g/mol) of diclofenac sodium, and both
hydrophilic and lipophilic properties which allow to
transfer diclofenac through the stratum corneum as
well as cell membranes – such as in the case of the synovial membrane of the joints [9]. Diclofenac sodium
is characterized by a very good bioavailability, which
is important in the treatment of e.g. rheumatoid arthritis since it was detected in the synovial fluid [23].
Several factors influence the high deposition of
diclofenac sodium at the site of inflammation. The
high degree of binding of diclofenac to plasma proteins, especially albumin is one of these factors.
Since the pH of the tissue within inflammation is
low it reduces the efficiency of binding diclofenac to
plasma proteins. In this case, the more acidic nature
of the NSAID drug (characterized by low pKa values, e.g. pKa 3.9 for sodium diclofenac), the more effective the penetration through cell membranes [9].
Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs are used as
first line therapy in the treatment of pain and inflammation caused by sprains or during arthritis.
Transdermal NSAIDs in treating osteoarthritis have
been shown to be as effective as oral NSAIDs. In addition, transdermal administration is better tolerated by patients, which is particularly important since
osteoarthritis most often affects the elder people,
who are more prone to developing cardiovascular or
gastrointestinal side effects. In the geriatric population, several diseases often coexist at the same time,
which carries the risk of polypragmasia. Topical application allows to avoid drug interactions as well
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as reduces the frequency of side effects, leading to
better patient compliance [9, 16, 24].
The site of topical application has a significant impact on the efficiency of drug transport to the target
tissue. Transdermal diclofenac formulations are indicated for the treatment of joints located within the
fingers or the knee joint. These are however not recommended for use in the case of deeper joints, such
as the hip joint [17].

Pharmaceutical availability
of diclofenac sodium from
semisolid formulations
Previously, the analysis of the in vitro release of diclofenac sodium from different types of bases (i.e.
emulsion, lipophilic, hydrogel) was carried out
at two temperatures (32oC and 37oC) by Banyś et
al. [25]. The authors analysed preparations based
on white petrolatum, Eucerin, Lekobaza, Hascobaza and glycerol ointment as well as commercial
preparations available on the Polish pharmaceutical
market – Diclac Lipogel and Veral. From the formulation based on Lekobaza 3.36% and 3.06% of diclofenac sodium released after 3 hours of the study
at 32oC and 37oC, respectively. On the other hand,
for the preparation with diclofenac sodium based
on Hascobaza, 3.48% and 3.81% were released at
the same time and temperatures, respectively [25].
Thus, it was observed that at 32oC, Lekobaza released a greater percentage of the active substance
than at 37oC, in opposite to Hascobaza formulation.
The greatest release of diclofenac was demonstrated
from the hydrogel, pharmacopoeial base – glycerol
ointment, which can be explained by the lower viscosity of such a base. A lower and extended release
of API may result from a high viscosity of semisolid
preparation [25]. On the other hand, in the case of
the lipophilic (white petrolatum) and absorption
(eucerin) bases, 1.04% and 0.95% of diclofenac sodium was released at the temperature of 37oC after
3 hours, respectively. Thus, the lipophilic base was
characterized by a slightly higher release of diclofenac sodium than the absorption base, but much

lower than the other media used by the authors
[25]. The first and most important skin barrier of
which the active substances must pass through, i.e.
the stratum corneum, is hydrophobic. Therefore, it
would suggest that the use of lipophilic ointments
would be the best solution for delivering API to
deeper layers of the skin.
The study of the pharmaceutical availability of diclofenac sodium from semisolid foemulations was
also the purpose of the study by Sann et al. [26]. The
authors analysed a gel based on Carbopol, a cream
with the addition of a surfactant – sodium lauryl
sulfate and a cream with Carbopol. The formulation
available on the pharmaceutical market containing
diclofenac sodium, i.e. Voltaren Emulgel was used
as reference. The authors demonstrated that the diffusion rate of the formulations differed depending
on the type of membrane used (hydrophilic and hydrophobic), which indicates an interaction between
the substrate and the membrane surface. However,
the commercial product was characterised with
the most effective diffusion in both cases. On the
other hand, an in vivo study showed the effectiveness of the cream with sodium lauryl sulfate (inhibition of acute hyperalgesia in laboratory animals),
while the other preparations did not show a similar relationship.
Increased effectiveness of the epidermal administration of diclofenac sodium can be achieved by the
use of absorption promoters. In a study by Kamath et
al. [27] the release of diclofenac sodium from various
bases with the urea, dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and
di (propylene glycol) methyl ether was compared. In
the research, Voltaren 1% gel was also used as a reference preparation. Significant increase in the release
of sodium diclofenac was observed from a 1% hypromellose gelled formulation containing 15% DMSO.
In addition, the authors analysed the amount of the
diclofenac sodium on its release process from the
formulations at 0.5% and 1.5%. It was found that the
higher concentration of API did not significantly increase the active ingredient release. This suggests that
absorption promoters can effectively increase the release of diclofenac sodium even at reduced doses of
the drug [27].
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Perspectives on transdermal
route of administration of
diclofenac sodium
In recent years, research has been carried out on
new formulations which can be used to improve the
permeability of various topically applied active substances, including diclofenac sodium. In the 1960s,
studies on liposomes began, which were supposed to
overcome the stratum corneum and deliver the active
substance to the deeper layers of the skin and to the
systemic circulation. These systems can be applied
in many fields of science, e.g. in pharmacy, cosmetology, biotechnology, food industry and medicine.
Liposomes are spheres at micro or nano scale having
an aqueous core surrounded by one or two layers of
lipid bilayer. They consist mainly of phospholipids.
Liposomes have the ability to carry substances with
both hydrophilic and hydrophobic nature. These vesicular structures arise spontaneously in the water
environment and are characterized by sizes of 0.011 µm [28]. Preparations containing liposomes can
be used in the parenteral, topical and ocular form.
They are relatively safe for the patient and show low
toxicity. All types of topical gels with liposomes are
characterized by increased tissue availability, efficiency and sustained release compared to conventional forms. However, in the study by Banyś et al.
[25], a commercially available preparation containing liposomes with diclofenac sodium was characterized by the release of the active substance at the
level of 5.46% and 5.61% at 32oC and 37oC temperatures. The results indicated that the percentage of
diclofenac sodium release was significantly lower
than that of the pharmacopoeial glycerol ointment.
The authors reported that the analysed commercial
preparation contained decyl oleate as excipient [25].
As the studies showed, oleic acid is one of the most
effective absorption promoters for diclofenac sodium, although it can also reduce its solubility. In
contrary, Sacha et al. [29] demonstrated statistically
higher transdermal permeability coefficient for the
liposome 1% gel was than for the emulsion gel 1.16%
and emulsion gel 2.32%. The authors observed
such a significant difference between transdermal

transport of diclofenac sodium from the liposome
gel 1% and the emulsion gel 1.16% after 9 h [29].
The most recent study reported novel drug form
called diclosomes (vesicular systems consisting exclusively of diclofenac sodium) [30]. The diclofenac
sodium permeated with greater amount from diclosomal gels than from traditional niosomal gel, diclofenac sodium plain gel or commercial product. The
authors suggested that such type of vesicles may increase the drug accumulation in the stratum corneum
and promote its permeation across the skin [30].
On the other hand, the use of liposomes or other
lipid vesicles may not completely fulfil its task. In the
study by Fathi-Azarbayjani et al. [31], the percentage of diclofenac sodium from free unencapsulated
drug in the cerosomal formulations significantly increased its permeation across the skin compared to
other lipid vesicles with diclofenac sodium, among
others conventional liposomes, ethosomes, transferosomes, proniosomes or niosomes. According to
authors, low skin permeability of diclofenac sodium
from the other than cerosomal lipid suspensions
may result from the decreased solubility of the hydrophilic drug in the skin lipids as well as the partition coefficient of the drug from these vesicles into
the stratum corneum [31].

Conclusions
Topical application of a medicinal product has many
advantages including the avoidance of drug interactions and the reduction of the frequency of side effects. Data show that transdermal treatment with
diclofenac sodium may be as effective as oral administration. However, undoubtedly its main advantage
over the oral route is avoiding gastroenterological
complications of diclofenac sodium and its adverse
effect on the kidneys and the cardiovascular system.
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